This research paper deals with the study of hybrid nanofluid flow with free convection in a permeable media using CVFEM. Hybrid nanoparticle (Fe3O4 + MWCNT) with base fluid H2O has been assumed. The magnetic effect is applied on hybrid nanofluid. In addition, the Non-Darcy model is used and the source term of radiation influence has designated for innumerable forms of nanofluids. Flow design was described for wide range of examined parameters. It proved that augmenting the porousness factor can increase the Nusselt number, but converse performance is conveyed for Lorentz forces. The convective nanomaterials flow intensity enhances with increase of penetrability and stronger thermal effect. Augmented magnetic field produces feebler convective flow and inferior temperature gradient. As temperature of heat source reduces with rise of Hartmann number, Nu ave decreases and greater exergy loss occurs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanofluid has obtained much significance due to their wide-range applications in thermal insulations, food dispensation, geothermal processes, microelectronic device technologies, thermal power plants and microelectronics. Choi and Eastman [1] investigated nanofluid of TiO2 and Al2O3 experimentally and heat transmission inside a pipe. Thermal properties of nanofluid have great importance in fluids. Some primer investigations on deferred nanofluid are investigated in [2] , [3] . They found stimulating outcomes by exploiting nanofluids. Qiang and Yimin [4] has investigated tentatively for copper-based water nanofluid and acquired some intriguing outcomes. The recent and very useful The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Su Yan . investigations about nanofluids in different geometries with applications can be studied in [5] - [13] . The new model was presented by Yadav et al. [14] , [15] for thermal instability. Ellahi et al. [16] , [17] , Hassan et al. [18] , and Rashidi et al. [19] have investigated the nanoparticle of couple stress blood flow with the effect of chemical reactions.
Nanomaterials have high thermal efficiency than compared to base liquids like propylene glycol, oil, water and ethylene glycol, etc. Several researchers studied and worked on nanofluid flow because of its applications [10] , [20] - [24] . Plasma studies and optimal design are some down to earth instances of such progressions of radiation system. Radiation is regularly experienced in successive building issues. Keeping in view its applications Sheikholeslami et al. [ of nanomaterial in different areas. Mebarek-Oudina [32] , [33] has investigated Titania Nanofluids in cylindrical annulus taking dissimilar base fluid and discrete heat.
Mebarek-Oudina and Bessaih [34] , Raza et al. [35] , and Alkasassbeh et al. [36] further extended the study of convective heat transfer with MHD nanofluid in different geometries with the numerical approach. Ellahi et al. [37] explored the impact of entropy generation on mixed convection nanofluid flow. Rashidi et al. [38] inspected the entropy of generation and the slip effect on magnetic flow towards a rotating disk through variable properties entrenched in permeable medium. Anew, Sheikholeslami et al. [39] scrutinized nanomaterial flow with entropy generations inside a pipe with execute of a helical device to manage the nanofluid heat transfer. They found that the width of the device has a direct relationship with turbulent intensity. Some fresh examination about nanofluids and their simulations with analytical and numerical approach is highlighted in [40] - [51] . The aim of this investigation is a numerical analysis of Lorentz force effect thermal treatment of nanofluid. The investigation the hybrid nanoparticle with the heat transmission enactment and flow structure under the consequence of the magnetic field are presented. After providing present model and numerical approach details, outputs in terms of profiles and contours were demonstrated.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The active geometric variable representations of the problem with consistent boundary conditions and physical model are given in Fig.1 .We Considered a cylinder filled with Hybrid nanofluid (Fe3O4+MWCNT). Heat transfer and flow structure with the influence of the magnetic force are shown in geometry. To involve the porous media, non-Darcy model was applied. Newtonian and Boussinesq approximation were applied and impacts of the Lorentz forces in momentum equations were involved ( B x , B y = B o (cos λ, sin λ)). It is clearly shown in the geometry that the inward surface with continuous heat fluidity while, the external surface is kept cold. Viscous dissipation and induced magnetic field effects are neglected in current paper. Using the above assumptions partial form of equations are [25] - [31] :
An ideal survey on the hybrid nanofluids demonstrates that there is no specific connection so as to compute the estimations of thermo-physical assets of these innovative sorts of the suspensions. Mathematical formula of nanofluid is given in details as [1] - [5] & [27] - [31] .
We assume that σ np = σ Fe 3 O 4 [44] . In the absence of pressure term we take Eq. (6)
Introducing the following quantities which are dimensionless
Inserting equation (7) in equations (1-6)
The parameters used are arranged as 
The Nusselt number is modeled as by which we can calculate the heat transfer rate. Or more simply it is written as
In view of this technique:
In equation (17) B and ψ represents the boundary conditions and source terms. Ignoring it equation (17) reduced to:
Here the upwind method is applied as
Calculating the terms of diffusion as:
Rates of fluid flow
x , u f 2 y are given by
The coefficients should be updated as:
where:
− → x f 1 = 1 6 Shape functions and volume of the cell are calculated as
To solve the system of equations (29) , the Gauss-Seidel approach is applied. Boundary circumstances are taken as fixed value boundary: insulated boundary:
Source terms can be defined as:
Several innovative approaches have been discovered in the previous decade.
B. VALIDATION OF CODE & MESH ANALYSIS
So as to assess the exactness of functional code, the results of numerical solution should firstly compare with experimental results. What's more, the effect of work on the acquired outcomes ought to be clear since the connected strategy is numerical. Actually, the acquired yields ought not to depend on work size. Subsequently, work examination is urgent for computational reenactments. Besides, to assess the exactness of current FORTRAN code, which is connected to reenact past distributed articles ( [44]- [47] ). As showed in Fig. 2 , obtained results display great concurrence previous results. Table 1 show the physical properties hybrid MWCNT and Fe 3 O 4 . Table 2 shows Nu for various grids.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hybrid nanoparticle (Fe3O4+MWCNT) and heat transfer with the impact of magnetic forces is simulated here. The main effective parameters modeled in our problem are discussed here graphically in details. Fig. 1 demonstrates the geometry of the problem. Validation for present and previously published results ( [41]- [43] ) is shown in Fig. 2 .
As presented in Fig. 2 , we should be sure about accuracy. The effect of the Darcy number on nanofluid is displayed in Fig. 3 . Darcy number is the virtual influence of the porosity of the medium versus its cross-sectional area Impacts are shown for dual cases. In case of HA=0 and Da=0.01, the naanofluid flow focus is in the internal of the model. When Da=100, flow intensity transfers in the vicinity of the hot surface. Similarly at Ha=20, flow movement in the vicinity of the hot surface (left side) increases. The impacts of the Magnetic parameter are displayed in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Graphs are obtained for Isotherms and streamlines. Results are obtained for. The amplified quantity of the Magnetic parameter decreases the nanofluid motion. This is because of Ha augmented, the upper two eddies were amalgamating together and thermal twisting disappear. Impacts of on are displayed in Fig.6 . Reenactments for higher Ra lead to complex state of isotherm with forcing more noteworthy lightness powers and warm crest shows up. Forcing Lorentz powers make stifle the crest and isotherms power to being parallel to one another. Changes of Nu ave reverence to variables are shown Eq. (15) and briefly shown in in Fig.6 .
088Rd Ha * + 0.057 log(Ra) Da * − 0.17 log(Ra) Ha * − 3.38 × 10 −3 Da * Ha * (34) Nu ave is an amplified function of Ra and Rd. The cause is temperature limit layer thickness winds up more slender with an increase of these parameters. Additionally, expanding Lorenz's powers makes the temperature inclination on internal divider to diminish. So, Nu ave declines with enhance of Ha.
An ideal survey on the hybrid nanofluids demonstrates that there is no specific connection so as to ascertain the estimations of thermo-physical assets of these innovative kinds of suspensions. The present investigation utilizes the exploratory information of the MWCNT-Fe3O4 cross breed nanofluid assets as portrayed [30] . Results are compared with [29] . Good agreement is found between both results.
The present examination utilizes the test information of the MWCNT-Fe3O4 half breed nanofluid properties. Qualities of Fe3O4 and MWCNT nanoparticles were additionally spoken in [25] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this work hybrid nanofluid (Fe3O4+MWCNT) flow with base fluid H2O with free convection in a permeable media using CVFEM are investigated. The magnetic effect is applied on hybrid nanofluid and Non-Darcy model is used. Flow design was described for wide range of examined parameters.
The concluded points are given as Transmission mode enhances when Ha is augmented. It proved that augmenting the porousness factor can increase the Nusselt number, but converse performance is conveyed for Lorentz forces. The convective nanomaterials flow intensity enhances with increase of penetrability and stronger thermal effect.
Heat flux increases with increasing radiation. By adding Lorentz forces, conduction becomes more sensible.
With a higher value of Ha the velocity of fluid drops From Fig. 2 , we should be sure about accuracy.
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